
Hi Folks

December may be the end of another year but it marks the beginning of a
brand new version of the Head to Head.  It promises to be exciting event as
it gives  every member the chance to shoot against all other members with
(hopefully) an equal chance of success for all.  It gives hope to those of us
who are not the top scorers of the club and it will worry the top dogs who
now stand a chance of being beaten by someone far lower in the ranking order of the club.
 No doubt there will be a few grumbles and maybe the handicaps will, in future,  need tweaking but
I'm really looking forward to giving it a whirl! More details later in the mag.

Don't forget we still need prizes for the Christmas raffle,
 and Dec 3rd is the last day to buy tickets

A Happy Christmas to you all !!
Jim
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  A quiet Sunday for Dave and Ade to

improve their longbow techniques. No
pressure, no competitions, just a chilled and

enjoyable  shoot.

       

A message from Mike Gissing

The club needs to get some danage cubes from
Clickers.

These are the cubes that fix together to make up
the target bosses.

If any of you are going to Clickers please let me
know and maybe you  can  pick up one or more
for us in order to save on the rather high postal

charges.

The cubes are 50cmx50cmx30cm but practically
weightless

Thanks
Mike Gissing

Medals Tally for 2015
 is

25 medals

12 gold,    7 Silver,   6 Bronze

1Trophy and 1 Rose award

Well done!
Congratulations

Piers Skilton scored 306 in the last Andy Harris
shoot which gives him the club Under 16 Andy

Harris record!     Well Done Piers!

BUT
They don't like it
to be too quiet!!

Come and join
them for a bit of
relaxed  Sunday

shooting
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Alan records the draw for the first round of
the Head 2 Head

Now that we know who we are drawn against for
the first round, we have until Dec 17th to take on

our first opponent.

This is, of course, the night of the Club Christmas
party. Last year we shot a Portsmouth on the night
which made for too hectic a start to the festivities.

This year the night will be left free so that
members can complete the first round of the H2H. 

The second round draw will take place at 7.15pm on the night so members are asked to ensure that the
first round contest has been completed by 7.10pm at the latest.

 Head to Head Rules

Each round to be shot before the deadline date.The person drawn first in each tie will be the challenger
and will initially be responsible for arranging the tie. They will seek to contact their opponent for a

convenient and suitable date.

If the challenger tries to arrange the tie but fails or their opponent concedes the tie, the challenger will go
through to the next round.

If the challenger makes no attempt and the opponent makes an attempt and fails to arrange or the
challenger concedes, then the opponent will go through.

If either the challenger or opponent makes no attempt to arrange the tie or both elect to concede, the
challenger will go through.

All results will need to be handed to David Fellman or Ade Burch, by hand or emailed. Each round will
be redrawn so that it is a random draw each time.

The Head to Head will be shot over 15 arrows, 5 ends of 3 arrows, on a 60cm face at 20yds. This is
a quarter of a Portsmouth round. 

Your handicap allowance, given to you at the start of each tie, is added to your score for each end.  

This continues for the next 4 ends until you have shot all 15 arrows.

The winner is the person with the highest overall score at the end of the 15 arrows, including your
handicap allowance.

In the event of a tie, each will shoot a further end of 3 arrows and the higher score (including
handicap allowance) will win. If necessary, this will be repeated until a winner is established.

Handicap allowances may go down depending on scores shot and will be applied in the next round if
you are successful. Allowances will not go up even if you have not shot to your allowance.

And may the best man, woman or child, shooting recurve, compound or longbow win !!!
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 What do you do when you have
mastered one sport?

Take up another of course.

This is a picture of  2 time Tour De France
winner Chris Froome trying Archery in Japan

recently. 

It was submitted by John Goode who poses
the following question

  "Will our Chairman Ady be riding in next years Tour
De France"?..........

Well now John. You should know Ade by now-

Shy, self effacing and not one to talk about himself

or boast of his achievements.

And certainly not one to back down from a challenge. 

It would appear the answer to your question is yes as Mike
Gissing spotted him secretly training for it and, not having a
camera with him has sent this sketch of the man training
hard for the event. 

Birthday Wishes in December go to

Best wishes to you all.Piers Skilton

Peter StockJordon Henry

Dave 
Morrow



Another piece of Rebekka's artwork     -     Thanks Rebekka, that really is beautiful!
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Wish you all a Happy Christmas and
some exciting New Year archery!

John Goode and Paul Trinder

Exploding bosses? I like it!



Member's advert  -  office to let

Ground floor office for let. The property comprises a town centre office suite of 900 sq ft, with prominent
window frontage to Princes Street. The property has kitchen and W.C. facilities on the ground floor 
which are shared with the first floor tenants. The property is available to let on a new internal repairing 
and insuring lease, for a term of years to be agreed, at a rental of £9,000 per annum exclusive.

Contact Mike McLeod 07896282612.

 

 

Regards,

Michael McLeod

Consultant, ProtoCall One

T: +44 (0) 7896282612 
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Commander Bond?

No

It's Midshipman Richard Spindley.

Only a month or two after we said farewell to Richard he has
passed the first stage of his training and is well on his way to

becoming a fully trained submariner.

His training  was carried out on Dartmoor and involved
Richard taking part in a simulated mountain rescue, which  is
one of his strengths. It was carried out in such a high wind,

however, that the stretcher they were lowering down a crevasse
was repeatedly blown back up !! 

  (Is this training really appropriate  for someone who will be
spending his time in submarines?)

Richard obviously enjoyed it, however, and we wish him the
best of luck in his military career.


